Manager Koehler Gives Facts and Figures.

CAR SHORTAGE IS GENERAL.

Oregon Lines Are Receiving Share of Money Lent by Southern Pacific on Engine Stock and Buffet Cars.

PORTLAND, Dec. 19--(The Oregonian) -- The length of the Southern Pacific line in Oregon is overcome by the policy of the company to lend to outside investors at the rate of interest which vary from one to three per cent. In its December report the company showed its earning of $3 million in its Oregon, as well as its Colorado, division and the use of the Oregon lines, as con-

HATS IN CHURCHES?

Are Removing of Feminine Headgear in Churches.

WOMEN OPPOSE NEW CUSTOM.

Some Members of Women's Christian Temperance Union in Churches.

This is the first time that women have been seen wearing headgear in a church. The custom of wearing headgear is now being practiced in the New York Temperance Union.

MARKETS FULL OF GAME.

Game Wardens Find No Violations of the Law.

In the past week the game wardens have found no violations of the law. The only thing that has been done is to close the game wards for the day.

This is the first time that the game wardens have been closed for the day. The game wardens are now on the lookout for violations of the law, but they have not yet found any.

The game wardens are now on the lookout for violations of the law, but they have not yet found any.

The game wardens are now on the lookout for violations of the law, but they have not yet found any.